
Abstract. Renal medullary carcinoma (RMC) is an
aggressive high-grade renal cell carcinoma (RCC)
associated almost exclusively with sickle cell trait or sickle
cell disease. However, RCC with RMC features has rarely
been reported in patients with no sickle cell trait or disease.
Renal cell carcinoma unclassified with medullary phenotype
(RCCU-MP) is a newly-coined term used by an international
panel of experts to describe renal cell carcinoma showing
morphologic and immunohistochemical features of renal
medullary carcinoma in patients without sickle cell
trait/disease. So far, only one study in the English literature
has described five such cases. Here, we report a case with
unique clinical and pathological features in a 76-year-old
male patient without sickle cell trait. The patient had a
history of colon cancer with liver and lung metastases and
was found to have a new renal mass in his right kidney
during the follow up. A right nephrectomy was performed
and showed two separate masses (tumor 1 and tumor 2).
Tumor 1 had histologic features of RMC and the tumor cells
were positive for CK7, Pax8, and OCT4 and showed loss of
nuclear INI1 expression. Tumor 1 was diagnosed as RCCU-
MP (6.3 cm, pT3aNx, WHO/ISUP nuclear grade 3). Tumor
2 showed features of clear cell type of RCC (0.6 cm, pT1aNx,

WHO/ISUP grade 2) with intact nuclear INI1 expression.
Three-months post-nephrectomy, the patient developed lung
metastasis of RCCU-MP. To the best of our knowledge, this
was the first documented case with synchronous RCCU-MP
and clear cell RCC presenting in a patient without sickle cell
trait. Careful histologic assessment with a panel of
immunohistochemical biomarkers was helpful to render a
correct diagnosis for early aggressive treatment.

Renal medullary carcinoma (RMC) is an aggressive high-
grade renal cell carcinoma (RCC) associated almost
exclusively with sickle cell trait or sickle cell disease (1).
RMC has been determined to reproducibly harbor alterations
in the SMARCB1/INI1 gene and loss of INI expression by
immunohistochemistry, and these features have been proven
to be a useful adjunct for the diagnosis of RMC (2).
However, RCC with RMC histological features and loss of
INI1 presenting in patients with no sickle cell trait has been
rarely reported (2). Renal cell carcinoma, unclassified with
medullary phenotype (RCCU-MP) is a newly-coined term
for such tumor (3). So far, only one study has described five
cases of RCCU-MP in patients without sickle cell trait. Here,
we report a new case with unique clinical and pathological
features in a 76-year-old male patient without sickle cell
trait/disease. The patient had a history of colonic
adenocarcinoma with liver metastasis and was found to have
a new renal mass in his right kidney during the follow-up.
Right nephrectomy showed two separate renal tumors
including one with histologic features of RMC and loss of
nuclear expression INI1 and the other with features of typical
clear cell RCC and intact INI1 expression. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first documented case with
synchronous RCCU-MP and clear cell RCC presenting in a
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patient without sickle cell trait/disease. The pathogenesis,
diagnostic and therapeutic challenges are discussed.

Case Presentation

The patient was a 76-year-old Caucasian male with a newly
identified renal mass in his right kidney during his regular
follow-up for colon cancer with liver and lung metastases.
His past medical history was significant for his metastatic
sigmoid colon cancer that was subsequently cured. He
initially presented with hematochezia in July 2009 and was
found to have a stage III colonic adenocarcinoma which was
resected (surgery performed on 7/2/2009, tumor size 5.5 cm,
3 of 13 lymph nodes with metastasis, pathologic stage
pT3N1). He declined participation in clinical trial but
proceeded with standard 6 months of FOLFOX adjuvant
therapy. An elevated CEA was noted in August 2012, and CT
scans showed a lesion in the liver, which was treated with
radiofrequency ablation in January 2013. A dysplastic polyp
was found in the fall 2013, which led to a completion
colectomy in November 2013. There was no evidence of
residual cancer in the removed specimen. Additional lesion
in the liver was noted in January 2014, which was treated
with cryotherapy. A lesion in his lung was treated with
stereotactic radiation therapy in 2016. A more recent CT scan
in late 2017 showed growth of a 7-cm renal lesion (Figure
1A) in his right kidney. No significant lesions were identified
in his lung and liver. His lab work-up was unremarkable. He
was an Italian descent with no evidence or diagnosis of
sickle cell trait or sickle cell disease. Through discussion in
the multidisciplinary tumor board, the patient underwent a
right laparoscopic nephrectomy and the specimen was
submitted for pathology evaluation.
Grossly, the right radical nephrectomy specimen weighed

1197.7 grams and measured 14.4×8.7×6.8 cm. It was a
14.5×7.1×7.1 cm kidney containing a 6.3×4.8×4.0 cm white
tan, focally hemorrhagic, soft and ill-defined mass (tumor 1)
that was located in the mid pole and grossly invaded the renal
pelvis and renal sinus adipose tissue. The closest renal artery
margin was 2.5 cm from tumor 1. A separate 1.0×0.7×0.5 cm
soft tan and ill-defined mass (tumor 2) was also identified in
the superior pole of the same kidney. Tumor 2 was 0.5 cm
from and separate from tumor 1. Representative sections from
both masses were submitted for microscopic evaluation.
Histologically, tumor 1 and tumor 2 had different
morphology. The tumor cells in tumor 1 formed nests/sheets,
focally single glands and cribriform glands with cystic
changes in a background of desmoplastic stroma suggestive
of poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma (Figure 1B). There
was acute inflammation within the tumor nests/glands and
stroma. The tumor cells had vesicular nuclei and prominent
nucleoli (ISUP/WHO nuclear grade 3). Mitotic figures were
frequently seen (Figure 1C). In contrast to tumor 1, the tumor

cells from tumor 2 showed a typical morphology of
conventional clear cell renal cell carcinoma with ISUP/WHO
nuclear grade 2 (Figure 1D). Immunohistochemical stains
were performed on both tumors. The tumor cells in the tumor
1 were positive for CK7, CK-34BE12, PAX8, focally positive
for OCT4, with loss of nuclear INI1 (Figure 2), and negative
for CK20, CDX2, GATA3, P40, P63, RCC, CD10, TTF1,
Napsin A, CD117, Her2, and thyroglobulin. Mucicarmine
stain highlighted intraluminal mucin. Overall the morphology
and immunoprofile of tumor 1 supported the diagnosis of
renal cell carcinoma, unclassified with medullary phenotype.
The tumor cells in the tumor 2 had an intact
immunohistochemical expression of nuclear INI1 and was
positive for RCC and CD10 and negative for CK7 (Data not
shown). The final pathology diagnosis was right kidney with
synchronous RCCU-MP (6.3 cm, pT3aNx, WHO/ISUP
nuclear grade 3) and separate clear cell RCC (0.6 cm,
pT1aNx, WHO/ISUP nuclear grade 2). 
Postoperatively, the patient recovered very well from his

right nephrectomy. On the three-month follow-up, CT scans
showed a stable aortic aneurysm and multiple new pulmonary
nodules seen throughout the lungs (Figure 3A). Of note the
largest nodule within the right upper lobe was located medially
and may be amenable to bronchoscopy. An endobronchial
ultrasound guided fluoroscopy assisted fine needle aspiration
was performed. The direct smears (Figure 3B left) showed
groups of tumor cells with rhabdoid cytomorphologic features
with ample eosinophilic and occasionally vacuolated
cytoplasm, eccentric nuclei with irregular nuclear contours and
nuclear pleomorphism and prominent nucleoli. The cell block
showed high-grade tumor cells with solid sheets arrangement
and neutrophilic infiltrate. The tumor cell was positive for CK7
and PAX8, and negative for CK20. The cytological features
and immuno-profile support the diagnosis of metastasis of
renal cell carcinoma, unclassified with medullary phenotype.
No metastasis of clear cell RCC or colon cancer was identified.
The patient is currently on Afinitor 10 mg daily, avastin and
C1D1.

Discussion

RMC is a highly aggressive renal cell carcinoma arising in
the collecting duct system and the diagnosis requires careful
correlation with the status of sickle cell trait, and less
frequently, with sickle cell disease. A panel of international
experts has recently proposed a provisional diagnostic
terminology, renal cell carcinoma, unclassified, with
medullary phenotype (RCCU-MP), based on the encounter
with an extraordinarily rare tumor with RMC morphology
and immuno-phenotype in an individual proven not to have
a hemoglobinopathy of sickle cell trait or disease (2, 3). So
far, there is only one study with five cases of RCCU-MP
reported by Sirohi et al. in patients without sickle cell trait
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(2). They found that the five cases of RCCU-MP were
morphologically indistinguishable from RMC, but lack
evidence of sickle cell trait or disease. We report the sixth
case of RCCU-MP with more unique features than the five-
reported cases. The unique features in our case included i),
onset at the oldest age (76-year-old); ii), many years of
history of sigmoid colon cancer with metastasis to liver and
lung; and iii), coexistences of a synchronous clear cell RCC.
These features make the diagnostic and therapeutic process
more challenging. 
RMCs typically present in young patients in their third

decade, with reported age range between 5 to 69 years (4, 5).
The oldest case was described in a 69-year-old individual (5).
RMCs show a strong male predilection with a male-to-female
ratio of ~2:1 and arise more frequently in the right kidney. The
recently reported five cases of RCCU-MP by Sirohi et al.

included four males and one female with an age range of 24
to 71 years (2). So far, our case had the oldest age (76 years)
and also arose from the right kidney. Cytogenetic and
molecular findings have been reported on the pathogenesis of
RMCs. RMCs harbor alternations in the SMARCB1/INI1 gene,
including loss of heterozygosity (6), hemizygous deletions (7),
and even loss of chromosome 22 (4). Very recent data have
also identified balanced translocations involving the
SMARCB1 locus in 4 of 4 tested cases of RMC (8), a
mechanism that may explain the prior observations of
hemizygous loss of SMARCB1 in these tumors (2). 
Histological features of RMC and RCCU-MP show high-

grade infiltrative adenocarcinomas, frequently with reticular
or microcystic patterns reminiscent of yolk sac tumor, and
cribriform, adenoid cystic–like, solid, or trabecular
architecture eliciting a desmoplastic stromal response (9).
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Figure 1. Synchronous Renal cell carcinoma (RCC), unclassified with medullary phenotype (RCCU-MP) and a separate clear cell type RCC. A:
CT scan showing right renal mass (RCCU-MP); B-C: Histologically, the RCCU-MP shows features of poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma with
cystic changes, neutrophil infiltrate in the tumor cells and desmoplastic stroma, grade 3 nuclei and mitotic figures; D: The tumor cells of the clear
cell RCC shows clear cytoplasm and grade 2 nuclei (H&E stain, B, ×100; C-D, ×400).



RMCs often show areas with rhabdoid cytomorphology,
although poorly differentiated solid areas are quite prevalent
and stromal inflammation is common. The present case
showed the typical histologic features of RMC or RCCU-
MP. The reported five RCCU-MP cases showed loss of
nuclear INI1 (5/5), positive immunoreactivity for OCT3/4
(4/5), CK7 (3/4) and PAX8 (5/5) (2). The present case
showed similar histologic features and same immuno profile

as the five reported cases. In addition, within the same
nephrectomy specimen, a synchronous clear cell type of
RCC was also found and showed striking differences of the
morphology and immuno profile to the RCCU-MP. 
RMCs and RCCU-MP are aggressive tumors, frequently

with metastatic lesions at the time of presentation and dismal
outcomes, with the longest reported survival of 15 months
(average 15 weeks) (4). The available follow-up data of the
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Figure 2. Immunohistochemistry of the RCCU-MP. The tumor cells are positive for CK7 (A), PAX8 (B), negative for nuclear INI1 (C) and focally-
positive for OCT4 (D) (A-D, ×200).

Figure 3. Lung with RCCU-MP metastasis. A: CT scan showing multiple enhanced lung nodules; B: Endobronchial ultrasound-guided fine needle
aspiration showing groups of atypical rhabdoid tumor cells on direct smears (left, Diff Quick, ×600) and solid arrangement of tumor cells with
neutrophils infiltrate in the cell block (right, H&E stain, ×400).



five reported RCCU-MP cases showed that 4 patients died at
3, 3, 9, and 27 months. In the present case, the patient was
identified to have multiple new lung nodules on the three
months follow up. The endobronchial ultrasound-guided fine
needle aspiration shows the tumor cells with rhabdoid
cytological features and immuno profile of RCCU-MP. No
metastasis of clear cell RCC or prior colon cancer components
are identified although the patient has the history of colon
cancer metastasis to lung and liver. The patient is currently
doing well with Afinitor, Avastin and supportive treatment.
Recently nivolumab, an anti-programmed cell death 1 (PD-1)
monoclonal antibody, has been approved for treating
metastatic renal cell carcinoma (10) and it is unknown whether
this drug is effective for metastatic RCCU-MP or not. 
In summary, renal cell carcinoma, unclassified with

medullary phenotype (RCCU-MP) is a newly-described and
rarely reported entity that can be seen in the patients without
sickle cell trait/disease. We report the oldest patient with this
entity and coexistence with a separate clear cell type of renal
cell carcinoma presenting in a patient with history of sigmoid
colon adenocarcinoma with liver and lung metastases.
RCCU-MP is a very aggressive RCC. On the three-month
follow-up post-nephrectomy, the patient in this report was
found to have lung metastasis of the RCCU-MP. Careful
histological assessment with immunostainings of a panel of
biomarkers was helpful to render a correct diagnosis for
early aggressive treatment.
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